
Abstract—In this paper, we propose a novel user cooperation
framework aimed at optimizing power efficiency in MIMO-
OFDM uplink, where cooperation is directed towards minimizing
the transmit signal PAPR at all cooperating users. We consider
different degrees of cooperation: 1) joint data transmission with
PAPR reduction, 2) only joint data transmission and 3) the
reference non-cooperative case based on a zero forcing receiver at
the base station. In the cooperative case, we also account for the
power required to exchange data between users. The main idea
of our scheme is to exploit the unused space-frequency resources
induced by the user cooperation to assign dummy symbols on
the empty subcarriers and optimize these symbols to affect the
outbound waveform. This is achieved as a result for a convex
optimization problem which aims to simultaneously minimize the
transmit PAPR and dummy symbol power allocation. We further
introduce a rate maximization scheme, which maximizes the data
power allocation for a given transmit peak power constraint by
executing a one-dimensional search. The results show that our
proposed PAPR minimizing bit and power allocation scheme can
achieve significantly higher throughput at short and medium UE-
UE distances.

I. INTRODUCTION

MIMO-OFDM has become a well known and established

technology in wireless communications, providing high data

rates and high robustness against frequency selectivity. One

of the major drawbacks of OFDM, however, is the high peak-

to-average power ratio (PAPR) induced by the inverse Fourier

transform utilized by the scheme, especially when the number

of subcarriers increases. To account for the high PAPR, the

transceiver power amplifier (PA) operating point needs to have

a backoff to accommodate the fluctuation in the signal power.

Therefore the PA operates far in the linear region to avoid the

distortion of the highest signal peaks (which cause adjacent

channel power leakage), thus reducing the overall system

power efficiency.

The PAPR reduction in OFDM is a well-known problem and

an active research topic. Some popular methods of tackling

the problem have been amplitude clipping as analyzed in
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[1], selected mapping and partial transmit sequences [2]–[4]

and constellation extension [5]. PAPR reduction in various

optimization frameworks has also been studied in papers such

as [6]–[8].

User cooperation in the form of cooperative transmission

has been researched as a method to increase the robustness

and reliability of wireless transmission in the form of user

diversity, see for instance earlier work [9], [10]. Joint trans-

mission of data can also increase the throughput of the uplink

system by exploiting joint beamforming. In practice, user-side

cooperation can be established using device to device (D2D)

communications protocols, were the D2D link’s efficiency

typically depends on the inter-user distance. One important

aspect of our work is that ability to account for inter-user

distance in the power budget optimization.

The main contribution of this paper is the optimization

framework aimed at reducing the transmit signal PAPR in a

MIMO-OFDM uplink system. The key idea of our proposed

framework is to utilize user cooperation induced unused space-

frequency resources (i.e., empty subcarriers) to transmit com-

plex coefficients, dummy symbols, which can be ignored in the

receiver. The idea of using unused resources for PAPR reduc-

tion is similar to [7], [8], however, instead of considering only

peak power our scheme utilizes the strict PAPR expression of

the transmit signal and in addition jointly minimizes the power

allocated to the dummy symbols. The scheme described in

this paper also focuses on (but is not limited to) conventional

MIMO setting, whereas [7] considered the regime with very

large antenna count.

Since the inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT) uti-

lized by OFDM effectively scrambles all the symbols from

different subcarriers to be present at every time instance in

the time-domain transmit waveform, these dummy symbols

can be optimized to reduce the PAPR of the final transmitted

waveform. The optimization detailed in this paper also jointly

minimizes the power required for the dummy symbols to be

effective. The detailed method makes use of user cooperation

in the form of joint transmission and joint beamforming to

simultaneously maximize the uplink transmission rate and

provide unused space-frequency resources for the optimization
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framework. This requires data exchange between users, which

is modeled as a transmission over simple additive white

Gaussian noise (AWGN) point-to-point channel. The transmit

signal is formed using the well-known Hughes-Hartogs bit

and power loading scheme [11], modifying the implementation

of [12] for a MIMO setting. For transmit and receive beam-

formers, we consider a singular value decomposition (SVD)

based approach in the cooperating case and zero forcing in

the noncooperative case. Other methods of constructing the

transmit signal or finding the transmit/receive beamformers are

also valid, provided that the time-domain transmit waveform

is known and there are space-frequency resources and power

available for dummy symbol allocation. In fact, the method

also works in the SISO case.

The PAPR reduction scheme with user cooperation is com-

pared to cases where no user cooperation is present (only zero

forcing receiver) and cooperation without PAPR optimization.

These different methods are used to find the maximum rate

achievable under a given peak power constraint (accounting

for both the transmit power budget as well as the PAPR) and

also evaluated with varying distances between the UEs (UE,

user equipment). The latter evaluation provides insight into

the tradeoff between the rates achieved via user cooperation

and only zero forcing. The results show that by utilizing

the PAPR reduction framework and user cooperation when

user separation is small, the power allocated for data (i.e.,

transmitted rate) is significantly higher when compared to

the case with no cooperation or no PAPR reduction. It can

also be observed, that the non-cooperative zero forcing case

starts to outperform the cooperating case when user separation

increases enough, due to the high power requirement needed

for data exchange and the increasing performance of the zero

forcing receiver.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

In this paper, we consider an uplink MIMO-OFDM system

where a single base station (BS) with M antennas serves

K single-antenna users on Nc subcarriers. The users utilize

transmit cooperation to enable transmit beamforming and joint

data transmission. The cooperation also enables the use of

the PAPR minimization framework detailed in Section III

by providing additional mutually orthogonal space-frequency

resources. For comparison, we also consider the case with

no cooperation between users to highlight the benefits of our

scheme. The detected signal on subcarrier c and stream s is

given by

x̂c,s = uH
c,sHcvc,s

√
pc,sxc,s+uH

c,sHc

K∑
i=1
i�=s

vc,i
√
pc,ixc,i+uH

c,snc,

(1)

where the matrix Hc = [hc,1 hc,2 . . . hc,K] ∈ C
M×K is the

concatenation of different users’ channel vectors on subcarrier

c and uc,s ∈ C
M×1 and vc,s ∈ C

K×1 denote the receive

and transmit beamformers accessing stream s on subcarrier

c, respectively. The transmitted QAM-symbol is denoted by

Fig. 1. Power allocation illustration. Graph i) illustrates the conventional
power division and ii) has PAPR optimization applied.

xc,s with power normalized as E[|xc,s|2] = 1, ∀c, s, and the

symbol power allocation is given separately by pc,s. Finally,

the M -length vector nc ∼ CN (0, N0I) denotes the additive

white Gaussian noise at the base station. Let us also denote the

Nc×K allocation matrices for power and symbols as P and X,

respectively. The elements (c, s) of these matrices contain the

amount of power or the QAM-symbol allocated for subcarrier

c on spatial stream s.

Let us denote the logarithmic power allocation terms as

follows: Ptx denotes the maximum allowed transmit peak

power which includes the power allocated for data symbols

Pdata, dummy symbols Pres and the transmit signal PAPR Pcf.

The dummy symbol power allocation is considered as a factor

of increase in dB on the data power allocation instead of

a separate power term. Therefore, the relation between the

logarithmic terms can be written as Ptx = Pdata + Pres + Pcf.

Let us also denote the corresponding linear terms as pdata, pres

and pcf, which will be further described in Section III. The

power allocation scheme is illustrated in Figure 1.

The channel model utilized in this paper is the classical

multipath model for uniform linear arrays [13]. The individual

user channel vectors are expressed as

hc,k =
ld√
L

L∑
l=1

a(αk,l)e
jφk,l , ∀c, (2)

where ld denotes the pathloss between the base station and the

users, L denotes the number of independent (and identically

distributed, i.i.d) paths, φk,l is a random phase caused by the

channel for path l, i.i.d. for different paths, and a(α) is the

array signature vector given by

a(α) =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

1

e−j2πD
λ

cos(α)

...

e−j2π
(M−1)D

λ
cos(α)

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ , (3)

where D is the BS antenna spacing, λ is the carrier wavelength

and α is the angle of arrival (AoA). For simplicity, we assume

that all the users are equidistant from the base station and the

average pathloss is normalized as ld = 1.

In this paper, we utilize the Hughes-Hartogs bit and power

allocation algorithm similar to [12] to construct the transmitted

signal1. The algorithm provides an optimal bit and power

1The HH algorithm is not a prerequisite for the PAPR reduction framework.
Other methods of constructing the transmitted time domain signal are also
valid.



allocation for a given bit error rate (BER) target and channel

condition (thus requiring knowledge of the uplink channel) but

requires zero interference. To eliminate interference between

user streams, we consider singular value decomposition (SVD)

based joint transmission when the users cooperate, and in a

non-cooperative case the base station applies a zero forcing

receiver to provide separation. When the users cooperate, we

can decompose the channel matrix as Hc = UcΛcV
H
c , and

utilize the left and right eigenvectors as receive and transmit

beamformers, respectively. In the case of no cooperation, a

zero forcing receiver is applied at the base station, given by the

pseudoinverse of the channel matrix as Uc = Hc(H
H
cHc)

−1.

The SVD based approach requires the exchange of data

and channel state information (CSI) between the users. In this

paper, we account only for the data exchange by assuming a

simple AWGN channel between the users. We assume that this

exchange happens by utilizing some out-of-band resources that

do not interfere with the data transmission to the base station2.

We further assume that the channel varies slowly enough so

that the CSI exchange overhead is only a small fraction in

comparison to the data exchange. This model can be used to

calculate an additional power term required to obtain a certain

joint transmission rate, based on the distance between the users

relative to the distance from the base station. We assume that

the users are at equal distance from the base station and have a

separation between the users angles of arrival (AoA), denoted

with θ. Using this model, the distance between users becomes

δ = 2d sin( θ2 ), where d is the distance from the base station.

Now, assuming a pathloss exponent of γ, we can calculate the

pathloss relation as a function of θ as

ld
lδ

=
1/dγ

1/δγ
= (

δ

d
)γ = (2 sin(

θ

2
))γ . (4)

As mentioned above, the average pathloss between the users

and base station is normalized to be ld = 1, which results

in lδ = (2 sin( θ2 ))
−γ . The described model is illustrated in

Figure 2.

The PAPR minimization problem requires knowledge of the

time-domain transmitted signal from all transmit antennas. To

simplify the final expression, let us denote the transmitted

symbols and powers of all subcarriers on stream s, i.e., the

column s of matrices X and P, with vectors xs ∈ C
Nc×1

and ps ∈ C
Nc×1, respectively. Furthermore, we can stack

the transmit beamformers of all different subcarriers accessing

stream s to a single matrix as Ṽs = [v1,s v2,s . . . vNc,s]T ∈
C

Nc×K . Using this notation, we can express the time-domain

transmitted signals from all users with the Nc ×K matrix

Sdata = F−1
K∑
s=1

P
1
2
s XsṼs, (5)

where Ps = diag(ps), Xs = diag(xs) and F is the discrete

Fourier transform (DFT) matrix.

2The case where the exchange happens on the same frequency band is an
interesting case for future research.

Fig. 2. Single-cell system illustration: multiple users at distance d from the
base station, with inter-user distance δ and angle θ.

III. OPTIMIZATION FRAMEWORK FOR PAPR REDUCTION

In this section we describe our approach to minimizing the

peak-to-average power ratio of the transmitted time domain

signal in a MIMO-OFDM uplink system.3 The idea is to utilize

the unused space-frequency resources to transmit dummy

symbols which have an effect on the total transmit signal.

Then, by optimizing these symbols, the transmit PAPR can

be significantly reduced. The optimization framework also

simultaneously aims to minimize the power allocated to these

dummy symbols.

In this paper, we denote the logarithmic amount of power

allocated to the dummy symbols as Pres and PAPR as Pcf and

the corresponding linear values with pres and pcf, respectively.

Now, we can formulate the optimization problem to minimize

Pres + Pcf in epigraph form as

minimize
M,t,r

10 log(t) + 10 log(r)

subject to pcf ≤ t
pres ≤ r
[M]c,s[P]c,s = 0, ∀c, s

(6)

where the matrix M ∈ C
Nc×K contains the dummy symbol

allocation in a similar manner to X. The complementary

equality constraint ensures that dummy symbols are only

allocated on elements of M where the corresponding element

of P is zero, ensuring the utilization of empty subcarriers only.

The problem in this form is non-convex and hence requires

reformulation to be tractable.

The total time-domain transmit signal including the effect

of M can be expressed in a manner similar to (5) as

Stotal = Sdata + F−1
K∑
s=1

diag(ms)Ṽs, (7)

where ms denotes the column s of matrix M. Let us denote

the column k of Stotal as sk for notational simplicity. Now we

3The proposed scheme is not MIMO specific but works for OFDM in
general.



can express the PAPR of the time-domain transmit signal on

antenna (or user) k as

pcf,k =
max

i
(|sk,i|2)

avg(sk)
=

Nc‖sk‖2∞
‖sk‖22

(8)

and the power factor required to cover the dummy symbol

power requirements as

pres =
pdata + ‖M‖2F

pdata

= 1 +
‖M‖2F
pdata

, (9)

where pdata is the total power allocated for UE-BS data trans-

mission and UE-UE data exchange. With these expressions the

optimization problem becomes

minimize
M,t,r

log(t) + log(r)

subject to
Nc‖sk‖

2
∞

‖sk‖2
2

≤ t, ∀k
‖M‖2F ≤ (r − 1)pdata

[M]c,s[P]c,s = 0, ∀c, s.

(10)

It is now apparent that the objective and the PAPR constraint

are not valid convex expressions. For the PAPR constraint

we can introduce the following slack variables: wk for the

numerator and qk for the denominator, which operate as extra

constraints ‖sk‖∞ ≤ wk, ∀k, and qk ≤ ‖sk‖22, ∀k. As a

result, the PAPR constraint becomes convex (quadratic over

linear), but the latter extra constraint is a difference of convex

(DC) constraint and objective remains concave. Due to this

reason, the problem can be solved using linearization by first

order Taylor expansions and successive convex approximation

(SCA), i.e., iterative optimization while updating a local point

between every iteration, until convergence. The objective can

be linearized around the local point {t̃, r̃} as

log(t) + log(r) ≤ log(t̃) + log r̃ +
1

t̃
(t− t̃) +

1

r̃
(r − r̃) (11)

To linearize the RHS of the constraint qk ≤ ‖sk‖22, we

first form a new vector bk = [Re(sk)
T Im(sk)

T]T, separating

the real and imaginary parts of sk, and thus avoiding the

non-linearities caused by the l2-norm. Now, the RHS of the

constraint qk ≤ ‖bk‖22 can be linearized around the local point

{b̃k} as

‖bk‖22 ≥ ‖b̃k‖22 + 2b̃T
k(bk − b̃k). (12)

Utilizing the above formulation and omitting the constant

terms, the final PAPR reduction problem can be expressed

as

minimize
M,bk,t,r,wk,qk

r
r̃
+ t

t̃

subject to
Ncw

2
k

qk
≤ t, ∀k

‖sk‖∞ ≤ wk, ∀k
qk ≤ ‖b̃k‖22 + 2b̃T

k(bk − b̃k) ∀k
‖M‖2F ≤ (r − 1)pdata

[M]c,s[P]c,s = 0, ∀c, s

(13)

Due to the non-convexity of the original problem, the global

optimality of the result is not guaranteed. The PAPR reduction

optimization is summarized in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Iterative PAPR reduction framework

1: Input: Sdata, P, pdata and Ṽs, ∀s.

2: Set SCA tolerance εSCA and maximum number of itera-

tions iMAX.

3: Initialize i = 1, r̃ = 1, t̃ = max
k

Nc‖sk‖
2
∞

‖sk‖2
2

, b̃k = [Re(sk)
T

Im(sk)
T]T, ∀k, τ ≥ εSCA and O(0) = 0.

4: while τ ≥ εSCA && i ≤ iMAX do

5: Solve optimization problem (13).

6: O(i) ← Objective value of (13).

7: τ = |O(i) −O(i−1)|.
8: Update local point: r̃ ← r, t̃ ← t, b̃k ← bk, ∀k.

9: i = i+ 1.

10: end while

11: Output: Dummy symbol allocation matrix M.

IV. RATE MAXIMIZATION UNDER A PEAK POWER

CONSTRAINT

This section describes a rate maximization scheme that

makes use of the PAPR reduction framework previously dis-

cussed. The transmit signal is constructed using the Hughes-

Hartogs bit and power loading algorithm. Our implementation

follows that of [12] with a modification to operate in a multi-

antenna system while accounting for the power requirements

of UE-UE data exchange. The algorithm iteratively allocates

bits on subcarriers requiring the least amount of incremental

power according to

Δpc,s = (2Δb − 1)2bc,s
5

8
ln (

1

5BERc,s

)G−1
c,s , (14)

where Δb denotes the amount of bits increased every iteration,

bc,s contains the current bit allocation of subcarrier c on stream

s and BERc,s is the subcarrier-wise target bit error rate4. The

per-subcarrier channel gain term Gc,s depends on the level of

user cooperation and is given by

Gc,s =
Γ

N0B
, (15)

where B is the subcarrier bandwidth and Γ = σ2
c,s in the

cooperative case and Γ = ‖uc,s‖−2
2 in the non-cooperative

case. Here, σc,s is the eigenvalue and uc,s is the zero forcing

receiver corresponding to stream s on subcarrier c.
To account for the UE-UE data exchange, we need to add

an additional power term to account for the increased traffic

between users. The UE-UE exchange term can be calculated

by dividing the total number of bits achieved by the UE-BS bit

and power allocation as evenly as possible to all subcarriers

of the UE-UE link, so that the number of exchanged bits

on stream s, subcarrier c, follows bUE-UE
c,s ∈ {0, 2, 4, 6}, ∀c, s.

Then the power requirement can be calculated subcarrier-wise

with [14]

pUE-UE
c,s =

5

8
(2b

UE-UE
c,s − 1) ln (

1

5BERc,s

)
|lδ|2
N0B

(16)

4For simplicity, we consider a global BER target for all subcarriers.



The total power required for data exchange is the sum of

these power terms over c, s, assuming for simplicity the same

number of subcarriers as for the UE-BS link. In this paper,

we consider the channel between the users, without loss of

generality, to be flat fading and only dependent on the path

loss between the users5. The described model calculates the

minimum amount of power required to exchange all the data

bits between users.

The extra power term is augmented into the bit and power

allocation scheme, such that each increment in subcarrier bit

allocation also covers the power required for data exchange.

Then, bits are allocated iteratively until the data power con-

straint is met, resulting in an optimal allocation.

Our rate maximization scheme aims to allocate as much

power as possible for Pdata by minimizing the sum Pres+Pcf us-

ing the optimization framework described above. Therefore, as

long as the minimized sum is smaller than the non-optimized

PAPR, system throughput can be increased (see Figure 1).

Our proposed scheme is a one-dimensional search for the best

value of Pdata. It starts from the point Pdata = Ptx/2 with

the modified bit and power allocation, after which algorithm

1 is invoked to minimize Pres + Pcf. At this point, Pdata is

also updated, since the bit and power loading allocates power

in chunks. Now, the remaining usable power pool can be

calculated as Prem = Ptx − Pdata − Pres − Pcf and allocated as

extra power for data transmission. These steps are continued

until the peak transmit power constraint is violated, after which

we can backstep individual bit allocations and reoptimize

until the peak power constraint is met. As PAPR is more

sensitive to the number of subcarriers than the subcarrier

power and symbol allocations, our scheme achieves the best

fitting scenario in terms of Pdata rapidly. The rate maximization

algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 2.

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, the performance of our proposed optimiza-

tion framework is investigated using the rate maximization

search algorithm also outlined in this paper. We consider a

system where a base station with M = 4 antennas serves

K = 2 users simultaneously. The OFDM system has Nc = 64
subcarriers and the transmitted symbols are selected randomly

from the LTE uplink codebook, i.e., 4QAM, 16QAM and

64QAM. The BS-UE channel model has 40 distinct paths with

30 degree angular spread and the pathloss exponent is set to

γ = 3. For the optimization framework, SCA tolerance is set to

εSCA = 10−3 with maximum iterations iMAX = 50. For the bit

and power loading algorithm, BER target is set to 10−3 while

the bandwidth and noise power are normalized, i.e., B = 1
and N0 = 1.

The system throughput for different transmit peak power

constraints is plotted in Figure 3. The rate is averaged over

5000 symbol realizations (100 channel realizations with 50

symbol realizations each) and plotted for both cooperative and

5A fading case can also be considered, where the UE-UE link also utilizes
bit and power loading to obtain subcarrier-wise bit allocation.

Algorithm 2 Rate maximization search algorithm with bit and

power allocation for a given transmit peak power Ptx with user

cooperation

1: Input: Ptx.

2: Set Pdata = Ptx/2, Pcf = 0, Pres = 0.

3: while Pdata + Pcf + Pres < Ptx do

4: Calculate optimal bit and power allocation while ac-

counting for the power requirement of data exchange.

5: Update Pdata, as bit and power loading allocates power

in chunks.

6: Optimize PAPR with Algorithm 1.

7: Calculate PAPR (Pcf) and power increment allocated to

dummy symbols (Pres).

8: Remaining power: Prem = Ptx − Pdata − Pcf − Pres.

9: Adjust data power allocation: Pdata = Pdata + Prem.

10: end while

11: Backstep individual bit allocations and re-optimize until

Pdata + Pcf + Pres < Ptx.

12: Output: Optimized bit and power allocation for given peak

transmit power Ptx.

Fig. 3. System throughput as a function of transmit peak power.

noncooperative case. The angle between users is set to θ =
10◦. From the picture it is obvious that the PAPR reduction

scheme can provide significant throughput gains for constant

Ptx. This is due to the suppressed transmit PAPR, which allows

for more power allocated for data transmission. It can also be

seen that the throughput starts to saturate on higher Ptx when

PAPR reduction is used, while zero forcing performs badly

due to low angular separation (high correlation) of users.

Focusing on the points Ptx = {10, 20} dB, the complemen-

tary cumulative distribution function (CCDF) of the transmit

PAPR is plotted in Figure 4. The CCDF is simulated over

10000 symbol realizations (100 channels, 100 symbols per

channel). From the graph it can be seen that our proposed

optimization framework can provide significant transmit PAPR

suppression when compared to the OFDM baseline. For ex-

ample, even at transmit peak power of Ptx = 20 dB the PAPR



Fig. 4. Complementary cumulative distribution function of the transmit signal
PAPR with and without PAPR optimization for transmit peak powers Ptx =

{10, 20} dB. The optimized PAPR includes the power allocated for dummy
symbols, i.e., Pcf + Pres.

Fig. 5. The throughput performance as a function of the angle θ between
users (i.e., the distance between users).

barely reaches 3 dB while unoptimized it can be as high as 10

dB. We can also note that the transmit peak power constraint

has a small effect on the PAPR, as higher powers fill more

subcarriers with symbols of higher amplitude.

To gain insight into the tradeoff between cooperative and

noncooperative transmit schemes in terms of the distance

between users, we choose Ptx = 15 dB as transmit peak power

and simulate the throughput performance as a function of the

angle θ. We consider the range θ ∈ [25, 70]◦, where each

point is averaged over 1000 symbol realizations (40 channels

with 25 symbols each). The results are presented in Figure 5.

From the figure we can see the point where user cooperation

is no longer beneficial. With greater distances the angular

resolution of the BS antenna array provides better gains for the

zero forcing receiver, while in the cooperative case the UE-

UE data exchange requires ever more power. Using the PAPR

reduction scheme the crossing point is at greater distance, due

to the higher power allocated for data. When the users are

co-located, the user cooperation and PAPR reduction provide

significant improvements in throughput. The slight increase in

throughput from θ = 25◦ to θ = 35◦ while utilizing the PAPR

minimization scheme is due to the combined effects of higher

data power allocation and lower user correlation.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we proposed an optimization framework to

minimize the transmit signal peak-to-average power ratio by

utilizing the unused space-frequency resources of the OFDM

system. The PAPR reduction scheme is enabled by user

cooperation in the form of joint transmission, which requires

data exchange between the users. Our approach utilized the

well-known Hughes-Hartogs bit and power allocation scheme

for transmit signal construction. The proposed optimization

framework was co-opted in a rate maximization search al-

gorithm also proposed in this paper. The simulation results

showed significant gains in terms of throughput if the PAPR

reduction framework is exploited.
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